Dedicated IT / Technology Wing

Business Incubation Space

Dedicated IT / Technology Wing
The east wing in NIIC’s main building is well equipped for new and promising tech
and innovative companies. Security and IT infrastructure is designed with tech
innovators in mind. Experienced mentors and other top-ranking entrepreneurial
resources (coaching, workshops, and events) are available to future-focused
business builders.

Business Incubation Space
Designed for growth and flexibility, the Technology wing includes 14 furnished
office suites for teams (650 – 1,300 sq. ft.) and 12 furnished executive offices.
Each suite includes an individual closet to collocate your server. The entire
wing is protected by secure access via proxy card and backup generators with 		
10-second delay. Boasting a 92% survivability rate, the incubation space 		
is focused on building a confident entrepreneurial community and access 		
to talent, capital, workspaces and networks. These are the key ingredients for
Connected Health Lab (CHL)
The NIIC fosters new opportunities and relationships in digital health. Our programs
and infrastructure connect entrepreneurs, business builders, corporations, and
innovative groups with resources, tools, and networks. These all contribute to
develop ideas into inventive products, new businesses, and expanded markets.

Connected Health Lab (CHL)

Connected Health Gaming
& Experience Lab

NIIC Navigator® 		
Online Community

NIIC Navigator Academy

Connected Health Gaming & Experience Lab
Gamified user interfaces, Virtual Reality (VR), and Augmented Reality (AR) are the
next wave of digital engagement leading to better user experiences and
technology adoption. The NIIC’s Gaming & Experience Lab was established to 		
support developers and companies in how to use these user immersive tools, 		
and apply the tools to meet customer and user needs.

NIIC Navigator® Learning Management System is an online toolset for 		
business builders. Think of it as an entrepreneur’s GPS, guiding them through
the stages of starting, building, and growing a business. We recognize business
paths change direction often. Business builders often pivot or reimagine their
businesses. For that reason, the system documents user-history in real time 		
and reroutes paths accordingly.
The NIIC Navigator Academy provides access to a global community of innovators
and entrepreneurs, and resources and tools. Participation in The Academy is no
charge through April 2021. The NIIC is waiving the registration and advanced-		
level Navigator Academy membership fees (valued at $97 per month per person)
to any company, organization, or micro-entrepreneur residing in Indiana. Sign up at 		
www.niicnavigator.academy
Membership includes access to world-class business podcasts, motivational videos,
productivity tools, resources for enhancing your online presence, and a global forum 		
for asking questions and gaining advice.

Take a Virtual Tour of The NIIC
Explore more by snapping a picture of the QR code with your mobile device 		
OR visit our website: theniic.org/about/business-space/virtual-tour.
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